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European cross-border night trains: 
four questions to the four governments 

BRUSSELS, 8th December 2020: ALLRAIL, the association of new entrants passenger 
rail companies in Europe, believes that night trains can make a great comeback, as 
a sustainable alternative to late night & early morning flights. Several initiatives 
have shown how new entrant operators have contributed to this in a major way. 

Today, four European governments – Switzerland, France, Austria & Germany – 
announced that they want to promote a cross-border night train network1. This is 
good, but it is important that new entrant operators can be fully involved. 

As a reminder: back in Summer 2020 – during the middle COVID-19 pandemic – it was 
innovative, new entrant passenger rail operators that announced and launched new 
cross-border night train services – without taxpayer subsidy. 

Yet, so far, it would appear that only the four state-owned incumbent rail operators are 
involved in the new TEE night train concept. 

Therefore we have four questions to the four governments:  

1. How can we ensure that there is a plurality of operators involved in this concept, 
leading to more innovation and – most crucially - modal shift? 

2. Will new entrant operators be supported with the same financing conditions and 
state guarantees for rolling stock (as the incumbents)? 

3. Or alternatively: will there be a publicly funded EU pool of night train rolling stock 
leased to all operators, regardless whether publicly or privately owned? 

4. How can we be sure that EU Public Service Obligation regulation is adhered to? 
Subsidised services must be the exception, not the rule. How can we reach the 
commercial viability of night trains? 

ALLRAIL Secretary General Nick Brooks states: “without the innovation that competition 
brings about, there will not be any modal shift to rail during the night. This will not help 
the EU Green Deal” 

Therefore, ALLRAIL and its members will be sending these four questions to the four 
governments later this week. Once we have answers, we will publish them. ALLRAIL is a 
great believer in the single European rail market, which can work for night trains too! 

 
1 https://twitter.com/BMVI/status/1336311074614898691 


